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An extension of the indirect boundary element method (IBEM) to three-dimensional
scattering by two-dimensional alluvial valleys is presented. While the valley is two-
dimensional, the incident plane waves can arrive outside the 2D plane so the scattering
is three-dimensional with coupling of P-SV -SR waves. Such a method makes it
possible to take earthquake location into account in the estimation of site effects in
alluvial valleys. The method is validated by transparency tests, by comparison with 2D
simulations, and by comparison with results of other authors. The advantage of the
method is that it combines high accuracy with cost-efficiency in terms of computer-
time. It is applied to theoretically estimate site effects across a simplified model of an
alluvial valley in the French Alps where azimuth dependence oflocal amplification bas
been observed. A parametric study with simulations for a range of azimuths and
incidence angles shows that (1) the local amplification depends strongly on both
azimuth and incidence of the incoming waves, (2) the global pattern of amplification
across the valley is very complex for ail azimuths, and (3) it is flot possible to predict
the 3D response of the valley from 2D modeling. Theoretical spectral ratios are in
approximate agreement with observed ones for a station in the center of the valley
where the local structure justifies use of a simplified model for the comparison.

Key words: site effects, azimuth dependence, boundary methods, 2'5D diffraction.

INTRODUCTION Luzonl1 but the computational cost is considerable in
f, terms of memory and/or computer-time and most

Over the last decade, the importanœ of local amplifica- simulations are characterized either by very constricting
1 tion in sedimentary basins bas been weIl established by a assumptions (e.g. on the geometry of the valley or on the
.! large number of observations (e.g. Rogers et al.,1 Tucker wavelength of the propagating waves relative to the

and King,2 Singh et al.,3 Jongmans and Campillo,4 structure) or they are limited to low frequencies.
Borcherdt and Glassmoyer,5 Gutierrez and Singh.6 This paper presents an extension of the indirect
So~e wave propagation phenomena relevant to the boundary element method (IBEM) to the case of 3D
local amplification have been identified in observations scattering by 2D alluvial valleys, i.e. with waves arriving
and numerical simulations (e.g. Bard and Bouchon,7,8 from outside the 2D plane which includes the cross-
Kawase and Aki,9 Phillips et al.,lo Sânchez-Sesma section of the valley, so the scattering is 3D. Such a
et al.II). method is potentially a useful tool to estimate site effects

Two-dimensional (2D) numerical simulations show in valleys that for practical purposes can be considered
that the amplification pattern is very complex even in 2D. This development was motivated by observations
simplevalleys.Therefore,inordertoimprovequantitative (King and Tucker,18 Jongmans and Campillol9) of
interpretations of observations of local amplification, it is correlations between local amplification and earthquake
in most cases neœssary to consider more complete locations relative to the valley.
models. Considerable effort bas been made to extend the 3D scattering by 2D structures ('2.5D scattering') bas
modeling to three-dimensional (3D) basins (e.g. Lee been studied by Luco et al.,2o Pei and Papageorgiou21
and Langston,12 Sânchez-Sesma,13 Sânchez-Sesma and Pedersen et al.22 for topographies and by Khair
et al.,14 Frankel and Vidale,15 Rial,16 Sânchez-Sesma and et al.,23,24 Liu et al?5 and Pei and Papageorgiou26
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for alluvial valleys. The advantages of the IBEM
- --:--\~~~~1 method presented in this paper i.s the combinatio~ of E R

high accuracy and low computatlonal cost. A detalled
discussion oflBEM cao be found in Sanchez-Sesma and
Campillo,27 Sanchez-Sesma et a/.28 or Sanchez-Sesma Fig. 1. Model of alluvial valley. The half-space (E) and the
and Luzon.17 valley (R) are separated by the interface 6.

This paper is separated into two parts. The first one
presents the extension of IBEM to the simulation of site space E. Equivalent expressions exist for tractions. ln the
effects in alluvial valleys where the incident waves arrive inclusion R, the free-field is zero so total displacements
outside the 2D plane. The second part presents the and tractions are expressed by eqn (1) and its equivalent
application of the method to systematically study how for tractions applied over the surface that delimits R. It is
azimuth and incidence of the incident waves influence possible to find discrete expressions of displacements and .
local amplifications in alluvial valleys. The model used is tractions in E and in R when the free surface and 0 are
that of the Ubaye Valley in the French Alps where azimuth discretized into boundary elements with constant force
dependence has been observed by Jongmans and density on each one. .
Campillo.19 The second part also contains a comparison Boundary conditions for the problem are
between observed and theoretical spectral ratios. . h f ~(1) zero-traction at t e ree surlace

(2) continuity of displacement across 0
MElliOD (3) continuity of tractions across 0

It is possible to express these boundary conditions by
The indirect boundary element method (IBEM) is based system of linear equations with the forces 1Pj on each
on an integral representation of wave fields. IBEM segment as the unknowns. The boundary conditions are
applied to diffraction by alluvial valleys are presented evaluated at the source locations, so the number of
in recent papers by Sanchez-Sesma et a/.28 and Sanchez- unknowns equals the number of equations and the
Sesma and Luzonl7 and we refer to these two papers for force densities are found by simple resolution of the
a full description of the basic theory. ln this section we system. Once the amplitude of the surface force is
will describe the method very briefly and focus on points found for each element, the discrete version of eqn (1)
relevant to the probl~m of three-dimensional scattering cao be applied to find the displacement of the refracted
by two-dimensional structures. field at any location inside the valley. ln the half

Negiecting body forces, the displacement field in a space, the displacement of the free-field is added to that
domain V with boundary S occupied by an elastic of the diffracted or scattered field to find the total
material cao be stat~d as (see e.g. Sanchez-Sesma and displacement.
Campill029): The calculation briefly described above is performed

J for each frequency and the synthetic seismograms are
Ui(X) = 1Pj(')Gij(x, ,) dS, (1) obtained by multiplication of a source function followed

S . bya Fourier transform.
where Ui(X) is the ith component of dlsplacement at x; The 2.5D case is particular because although the
Gij(x, ,) is the Green function, i.e. the displacement in scattering is three-dimensional, it is possible to represent .
direction i at x due to a point force in directionj applied the geometry of the structure in only two dimensions.
at the point ,; 1Pj( ,) is the force density in directionj at ç The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 2. Plane
1Pj(') dS, is therefore a force distribution on. S. The waves are incident on a two-dimensional structure which
integration is performed over the space vanable ç is considered infinite in the direction of the y axis. The
Equation (1) is valid both in V and on S because 0 is incident waves arrive with an azimuth ~ relative to
continuous across S if 1P is continuous on S (Kupradze30). the structure and an incidence (} to the vertical axis

We consider an elastic half space, E, with a.n (see Fig. 2) and it propagates with a velocity c. The waves
elastic inclusion, R, as shown in Fig. 1. The two elastic have an apparent velocity c' along the y axis
media are in contact at the interface o. The total c
displacement OE in the half space cao be considered to c' = . ~ . (} (3)
be the superposition of the displacement (u(d)) of the sm sm

'diffracted or scattered field' and the displacement (0(0)) For any two cross-sections perpendicular to the y axis
of the 'free-field', i.e. the field in the absence of the the wave field is identical but shifted in time, so the
irregularity scattered wave field cao be expressed by point sources

(d) (0) that move.parallel to the y axis with ~ constant velocity c'uf = Ui + ui (2) along the mterfaces of the model. This approach has also
/ 2oKh ' / 2324 p ' dwhere o(d) cao be expressed by the integral representa- been used by Luco et a., air et a.,' el an

tion of eqn (1) over the surface that delimits the half Papageorgiou21,26 and Pedersen et a/.22 ln the case of an
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, Fig. 2. Geometry of 2.5D scattering. (a) Horizontal plane, definition of azimuth <1>. (b) Vertical plane, definition of incidenœ (J.

inclusion, the point sources move along the free surface are now available for alluvial valleys. We compared our
and along the interface 8. results with those of Sanchez-Sesma et al.29 The two

We use compact, analytical expressions for Green methods are strictly equivalent in the 20 case because the
functions for moving point sources in a full-space simulation method is similar and because the 2. 50 Green
(Pedersen et al.22). Use of such full-space expressions is functions for zero azimuth equal the 20 Green functions.
a way of significantly reducing computer time as com- The comparison showed that the differences in computed
pared to computations with half space Green functions. displacements of the two simulation methods are
Possible unwanted boundary truncation effects can be smaller than 1 % of the amflitude of the incoming
avoided or minimized by discretizing the free surface out waves. Sanchez-Sesma et al.2 show that their results
to a sufficient distance from the irregularity. The integra- correspond weIl to those of other authors and to
tion of the Green functions along each element is analytical solutions so we will not discuss here the 2D
performed by Gaussian integration. For observation case further.
points located on a segment, the integrations are Very few results are available for 30 scattering by 20
computed analytically. valleys. We have compared our results to those of

Pei and Papageorgiou26 because their results are
presented in the time domain so the whole frequency

VERIFICAnON OF THE METHOD range is considered in computations. The model is the
one depicted in Fig. 3. The elastic parameters used are

We verified the accuracy of the method by (1) transparency also given in Fig. 3. The plane waves incident upon
tests, (2) comparisons with known 20 solutions, and (3) the valley are of P, SH or SV type and they have an
comparison with other published results. arbitrary azimuth and incidence angle to the valley. The

Transparency tests are comparisons of analytical source function used is a Ricker wavelet of O' 55 Hz
solutions for displacements of plane waves propagating central frequency. We verified our results on all Pei and. in a half space with the corresponding numerical simula- Papageorgiou's26 examples. The differences are very

tions where the valley bas a ftat surface and a same small (within 1-2%). An example of comparison
material inside and outside the valley. Our results were between simulations is shown in Fig. 4, where the results. within 1-2% of the analytical solutions. are shown for incident SV waves with azimuth 60° and

The 20 case is a limiting case for the simulations vertical incidence 30°. We also compared our results
(azimuth <1> = 0). A large number of 20 simulations with those of Pei (personal communication) for a deeper

~ = 2000 mis q, = 4850 mis
~ = 1100 mis A = 2800 mis

~ _1 ~ , "' ~ = 22~ni' , , ,~ ;~ kI= 2200 kg/ni3 A. = 2800 kg/ni3 e ~ 0

.c
ë.

ë 1

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Distance (km)

Fig. 3. Model used for comparison of our results with those of Pei and Papageorgiou.26
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Fig. 5. Simplified model of Ubaye Valley. Seismic stations are shown by triangles.
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Il t th t th d t b t 1t o. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4va ey 0 assure a e goo agreemen e ween resu s ~
was independent on the shape of the valley. ~

RESULTS Ê

w

Simple model of Ubaye Valley ~
f--
Ln

For the application of the method, we chose to study 0

amplification across an alluvial valley for which local
amplification is azimuth-dependent (Jongmans and Cam- ~
pilloI9). The valley in question, the Ubaye Valley, is several ~. kilometers long and narrow (approx. 600m wide) alluvial a o. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
d .. h F h Al Th b . , d . TIHE(5)
epos1t ln t e renc ps. e asln s geometry an

seismic propagation velocities in the sediments and bed-
. rock have been estimated by reflection and refraction

seismic experiments and by inversion of Rayleigh wave
dispersion (Jongmans et al.,31 Jongmans and Campill019).

The bedrock consists ofunweathered limestone (Vp =
4500-5500mjs; Vs=2100-2400mjs). The deposits ~o. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4

contain 3 units: ~
M

1. A surficiallayer of recent alluvium from the Ubaye
river and collovium from the shoulders of the
valley, characterized by rapid lateral changes in !
propagation velocities (Vp = 400-700 mis; tJ
Vs = 150-350mjs) and locally internallayering. ~

2. An intermediate deposit (Vp = 1600-2300mjs; ~
Vs = 500-750mjs).

3. A deep layer, probably consolidated moraines, 0

which is present only in the central part of the g
valley (Vp = 2850-3200mjs; Vs = 900-1300mjs). ';'

b O. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
At the present stage, the method presented above can' TIHE(5)

be used to simulate the seismic response of an alluvial
valley without internaI layering. We therefore con-
structed a simplified model of the valley that partly
takes the internaI layering of the loose sediments
iota account. At each point across the valley, the one-
dimensional response was calculated using the 0°. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4

. wave propagation velocities and layer thicknesses g
M

immediately beneath the point. The thickness of an
equivalent layer with average wave propagation
velocities (Vp = 2000mjs, Vs = 900mjs) was calculated ~

. "so the lowest resonance frequency of the one-layer model -
Il]

was equal to that of the three-layer model. The slope of ~
the shoulders of the valley is taken iota account in the ~
final model, which is shawn in Fig. 5. ë;

An example of synthetic seismograms for the
simplified model is shawn in Fig. 6. The example ~

0

(incident SV waves with azimuth 30° and incidence 40°) ~
is chosen among many simulations made for the C 'o. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
simplified Ubaye Valley model. The source function is' TIHE(5)

a Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 8 Hz and . . .
the stations are located across the valley from -355 to Flg. 6. Exam.ple. of synthetlc selsmogra~s for Ubaye

. . Valley due to incIdent waves of type SV, azlmuth 30° and
3.50m. The s~1smog~ams clearly show how the amphfi~a- incidence 40°. (a) Ux, displacement perpendicular to valley.
bon pattern 1S domlnated by surface waves propagabng (b). Uy, displacement parallel to valley. (c) Uz, vertical
across the valley. displacement.
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Parametric study station were computed for frequencies between 0 and
10Hz. Figures 7-10 show these results: maximum

We carried out a large number of simulations to amplitudes are displayed for each incidence angle
quantitatively estimate how incidence «() = 10°, 20°, as a function of azimuth and location across the
30°,40°) and azimuth (cP = 0°,30°,60°,90°, 120°, 150°, valleyo Figures 7 and 8 show these maximum values for
180°) influence the local amplification across the valley horizontal and vertical motion, respectively, for incident
when the incoming waves are of type SV or SH and aIl SH waveso Corresponding results for incident SV waves
other parameters (except azimuth, incidence and wave are presented in Figs 9 and 10.
type) are constant, We studied horizontal, vertical and Even for fixed azimuth and incidence, the amplitude
total amplification across the valley for one frequency pattern across the valley is very complex. The figures
and for frequency intervals, Other results are presented nevertheless show some general trends:
in terms of location in the valley and frequency of the 1 AIt t , 1 d Il 1. d h" . . erna mg arge an sma amp ltu es across te.
maXimum amplitudes 0 Selected results are shown for Il l' fix d . h d , 'd g1". ,va ey lor e aZImut an InCl ence an e.
maXimum amplitudes across the valley because this 2 L . 1 d" 1 l , d d. . arger vertIca ISp acement amp ltu es anwas the only parameter where we found systematIc l °ghtl Il h " t 1 1. d l'"h f t. f . th s 1 y sma er onzon a amp!tu es lor mcom-
c anges as a unc Ion 0 azlmu . . SH h ' ,

h o h f .

0 "0" mg waves t at arnve Wlt an aZImut 0
AIl amplitudes are normalized wlth the amplitude of 60° 120° d h 2D(0) 0 " " - compare to t e pure case,

the free-field u (mCident waves + reflectIon at the free 3 S Il rt ° 1 d. 1 10 d d" . ma er ve Ica ISp acement amp ltu es an
surface). For SH waves these free-field amplitudes equal l "ghtl hi h h o 1 li d l'" ", . , S 1 Y g er onzonta amp tu es lor mcoInlng
two for aIl IncIdence angles while they vary between SV th t " "th " h 60° 120°1.64 and 3.44 for SV waves «() = 10°: u(o) = 1099; () = 20°: waves a arnve Wl an aZImut -
u(o) = 1097" () = 30°: u(o) = 3044. () = 40°: u(o) = 1.64)0 compared to the,pure.2D case. " "

" ' " . ' 0 4. Change of amplification pattern for mcommg SV
For aIl sImulations, dlsplacement amplitudes at each t "t O 1" od (30°)waves a cn Ica InCl ence ,
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Fig. 7. Maximum horizontal amplification of SH waves between 0 and 10Hz as a function of distance across the valley and azimuth of
the incoming waves. (a) Incoming waves with incidence 10°0 (b) Incoming waves with incidence 20°. (c) Incoming waves with incidence

30°, (d) Incoming waves with incidence 40°"
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Fig. 8. Maximum vertical amplification of SH waves between 0 and 10Hz as a function of distanœ across the valley and azimuth of
the incoming waves. (a) Incoming waves with incidenœ 10°. (b) Incoming waves with incidenœ 20°. (c) Incoming waves with incidenœ

30°. (d) Incoming waves with incidenœ 40°.

The first point confirnls results for the pure 2D case: at 90° azimuth (aIl incoming energy in the plane
the local amplification across the valley is dominated by perpendicular to the valley) with coupling between
interfering surface waves also when the incoming waves horizontal and vertical displacement. The opposite is
arrive outside the 2D plane. We confirnled this by f-k true for incoming SV waves where 90° azimuth implies
analysis across the central stations in the valley and an efficient generation of Love waves which have no
comparison of the amplification pattern in the f-k displacement on the vertical component. This interpreta-. domain with dispersion curves for Rayleigh and Love tion is nevertheless far too simplistic to explain the

waves for a one-layer model of the central part of complete amplification pattern in the valley and is of
the valley. The f-k image of the simulations is limited use for practical purposes.

. too coarse to identify individual modes but waves Other indications of mostly 2D propagation in the

with propagation velocities similar to those of the valley are of physical character. ln fact, the incoming
fundamental Rayleigh and Love modes exist for aIl waves can be expected to be refracted into the valley
simulations. This is also an indication that at least because of the impedance contrast. The Green functions
some of the wave propagation in the valley takes place calculated for points in the valley show that they
in the 2D plane, because plane waves propagating approach the 2D solutions with almost complete
outside the 2D plane have a higher apparent velocity decoupling of P-SV and SH motions when c' (i.e. the
over the array of stations. speed of the moving point sources) is significantly bigger

The dependence of maximum vertical displacement on than the propagation velocities in the valley. This effect
wave type and azimuth also suggests that most of the also depends on the impedance contrast between the
surface waves in the valley propagate approximately in valley and the half space.
the 2D plane. If we consider the vertical displacement, Even though some phenomena of the local amplifica-
Rayleigh waves propagating in the 2D plane will tion may indicate that generated waves in the valley
for incoming SH waves be more efficiently generated mainly propagate in a direction perpendicular to the
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Fig. 9. Maximum horizontal amplification of SV waves between 0 and 10Hz as a function of distance across the valley and azimuth of
the incoming waves. (a) Incoming waves with incidence 10°. (b) Incoming waves with incidence 20°. (c) Incoming waves with incidence

30°. (d) Incoming waves with incidence 40°.

valley, the final amplification pattern is also controlled Mateos et al.35) show significant amplifications related
by the boundary conditions introduced by the free-field. to incoming SV waves at certain incidences in layered
Figures 7-10 show that it does not seem possible for media as weil. These studies pointed out significant
example to predict the amplification pattern for different amplitudes for a SP phase, formed by diffracted P
azimuths, knowing the 2D solution of the response. waves and the incoming and reflected SV waves.
Furthermore, if only one frequency is considered, the However, such a wave system is a by-product of incident
influence of azimuth is less clear than when a whole SV waves, therefore it can only exist with its carrier, i.e.
frequency range is available. This is illustrated by the incident SV wave. For this reason, the resonance in a
Fig. Il which is the equivalent of Fig. 7 (horizontal shallow alluvial basin will be controlled by local surface
amplification for incoming SH waves) for a single waves.

frequency,10Hz.
Finally, the change of amplification pattern at the

critical angle of incidence for SV waves is the expression Comparison between observed and theoretical spectral
of significant changes in boundary conditions. Incident ratios
SV waves on a free surface (e.g. Aki and Richards31 with
incidence angles below critical produce reflected P and Jongmans and Campillol9 studied the wave amplifica-
SV waves. At critical incidence a diffracted P wave tion in Ubaye Valley by the use of a five station array.
propagates horizontally and has a large amplitude. They calculated spectral ratios between stations in the
Beyond critical incidence, such P waves are inhomoge- valley (stations 2-5) and a hard-rock reference station
neous and also propagate horizontally. Observations of (station 1).
damage patterns at a hill-profile that correlated weil with The influence of surficial layers is ignored in the
the critical angle of SV waves were reported by Kawase simulations so the simplified model of Ubaye Valley is
and Aki.33 Numerical simulations (e.g. Bouchon,34 not sufficiently detailed to model observations. It is
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Fig.l0. Maximum vertical amplification of SV waves between 0 and 10 Hz as a fonction of distance across the alley and azimuth of the
incoming waves. (a) Incoming waves with incidence 10°, (b) Incoming waves with incidence 20°, (c) Incoming waveswith incidence

30°, (d) Incoming waves with incidence 40°.

nevertheless interesting to compare observed spectral types (SH and SV) and three incidenœ angles. The
ratios with theoretical ones for the station in the valley theoretical spectral ratio station 4/station 1 was found
(station 4) which is expected to be the least influenœd by as the square-root of S4/S1 where S denotes the
the surficiallayers. They are under this particular station added energy spectra of the six simulations used for
shal1ow and approximately horizontal, The locations of the group. The parameters of the simulations were the. station 1 and 4 are shawn in Fig. 5. following:

Earthquakes recorded by the array (Jongmans and 1 G 1 SH d SV ' th ' th 00

d. 19 ' '. roup: an waves WI aZlmu an
Campl1lo ) were shallow and thelr hypoœnters relative " d 1 00 20° d 40°h ' fi Il . 3 mCI ence ang es, an ,. to t e site e mto groups: 2, Group 2: SH and SV waves with azimuth 120° and

1. Approximately 5km north-north-west, incidence angles 20°, 40° and 60°.
2. Approximately 20 km east. 3. Group 3: SH and SV waves with azimuth 150° and
3. Approximately 30 km east-south-east. incidence angles 20°, 40° and 60°,

Jongmans and Campillo19 show that the measured The topography adjaœnt to the valley was taken into
spectral ratios are different among these three groups. account out to a distanœ of approx. 1 km from the edge

ln terms of azimuth relative to the structure, group 1 is of the valley, This does not significantly change wave
at 0°, group 2 is at 120° and group 3 is at 150°, The propagation in the valley but it significantly affects
incidence angles of the waves relative to the structure is spectral amplitudes at the location that corresponds to
expected to be smaller for group 1 than for groups 2 and station 1.
3 because group 1 is approximately located under the Figure 12 shows the comparison between observed
valley, ln the earthquake records, the incoming waves and theoretical spectral ratios, The observed tendency
are not polarized in a single plane, For each group of increasing spectral ratio with azimuth is accounted
we therefore used results of simulations with two wave for by the simulations which show that this tendency
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Fig.ll. Horizontal amplification ofSH waves at 10 Hz as a function of distanœ across the valley and azimuth of the incoming waves.
(a) Incoming waves with incidenœ 10°. (b) Incoming waves with incidenœ 20°, (c) Incoming waves with incidenœ 30°. (d) Incoming

waves with incidenœ 40°.

is due to a shadow effect at station one for large our simulations and comparisons with observed spectral
azimuths and incidence angles. The general shape of the ratios in Ubaye Valley show that 2.5D modeling is
theoretical curves is in good agreement with the observed necessary for a complete and realistic description of the
ones, considering that we use a simplified model and local amplification across alluvial valleys.
plane-polarized incident waves. The simulations furthermore show that azimuth

effects are present both inside and outside the valley,
so spectral ratios measured relative to a reference

CONCLUSIONS station can be biased. ln the example of Ubaye valley,
the reference station would for certain azimuths

Our results show significant effects of the azimuth of of the incident waves be located in a 'shadow zone'
incoming seismic waves, but in such a way that it is not so absolute amplifications in the valley would be
easily predictable. Both in the pure 2D case and when overestimated.
the incident waves arrive outside the 2D plane, the The application of the IBEM extension to 2.5D
amplification is due to the interference of different scattering shows that it is a powerful method because
waves, in particular surface waves, so even small it combines accuracy with low computational costs.
changes in boundary conditions will change the ln the examples presented, the simulations between
interference and therefore the local amplification 0 and 10 Hz consumed less than 2 h CPU on a medium-
across the valley. General trehds can be identified sized workstation (6-9 Mftops). The CPU-time was
for some parameters (maximum total, horizontal and approx. 22 h for each total simulation (0-37 Hz),
vertical amplitude in a frequency interval), but other with the high frequency part of the calculation
parameters such as the frequency or station location of (20-37 Hz, Il CPU) carried out on a larger workstation
the maximum amplifications have no systematic varia- (25-30 Mftops). The method does therefore seem
tion with azimuth or incidence angle. On the other hand, very promising both as a practical tool for interpretation
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